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Synopsis
There are a number of evolutionary forces in finns that lead to the need to evolve accounting database
systems. For example, systems are being reengineered resulting in substantial reductions in the number of
agents and redefinitions of events. As rums downsize changing product lines, resources change, requiring
further evolution of accounting databases. As a result, it is necessary to evolve accounting databases that
are structured based on resources, events and agents (REA), as is the case with all such enterprise models.
This paper discusses these motivations for evolving accounting database systems.
This paper presents one approach to aid in the evolution of accounting databases. A number of "evolution"
events are elicited as part of that evolution process. The actual tasks necessary to evolve those databases in
through those events are summarized in SEAtool, a prototype system designed to assist in the evolution of
REA accounting database systems.
Keywords:REA Accounting Databases; Entity-Relationship Databases; Evolution of Accounting Databases

Introduction
The change in finns and the way those finns operate impacts their accounting databases. However, finns
cannot develop an entirely new database with every change in the finn. As a result, databases must evolve
to meet new needs. The need for database evolution is particularly critical with enterprise databases, like
REA (Resources, !'jvents and Agents -- e.g., McCarthy 1979b, 1982), where the database is designed to
support an entire range of activities in the enterprise through the use of different views. The importance of
this need for evolution is further exemplified in a recent analysis of research opportunities in database
systems, where SUberschatz et al. (1991) identified evolving databases as an issue for future research.
This paper discusses SEAtool @chema !'jvolution and Administration tool), a research prototype database
tool. SEAtool is used to assist in the evolution of evolution of REA accounting databases. In particular,
the evolution operators were developed in order to meet the needs of evolving an REA database. The paper
illustrates how SEAtool can help REA databases respond to necessary evolutionary changes.

Objectives this Paper
The objectives of this paper are three-fold. The first objective is to establish the motivations for the need of
REA database systems to evolve. Those motivatious derive from a number of sources including mergers
and acquisitions, changes in technology, changes in infonnation and decision making requirements,
reengineering, changes in product lines, and others. The second objective is to provide evolution "events"
or "operations" for REA accounting database systems. A set of evolutionary operations is elicited to meet
the needs of those evolutionary forces for change. The third objective is to discuss the architecture of a
prototype system that provides one approach to the evolution of REA databases. SEAtool has three
modules that are used to structure the evolutionary process, interfacing with an object-oriented database
management system.
Outline of this Paper
14 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the American Accounting Association National
Meeting, New York, 1994. The author would like to acknowledge the comments of the participants.
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This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background on REA accounting systems and
evolutionary databases. Section 3 discusses some of the motivations for the need for accounting systems to
evolve over time. Section 4 investigates some of the operations necessary for evolution of an REA
database. Section 5 summarizes the architecture of SEAtool designed to accomplish evolution of REA
systems. Finally, section 6 provides a brief summary, discusses some contributions and reviews some
extensions of the paper.
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Entity - Relationship Model (Partial) of Inventory Purchases

Background: REA Models and Object-Oriented Database Models
Perhaps one of the most extensive continuing lines of research in accounting information systems has been
that of REA database model (McCarthy 1982). The REA model is based on accounting theory, including
Sorter's (1969) work on events accounting, and on database theory, including Chen's (1976) work on
entity-relationship databases. That accounting theory suggests that all of the relevant data about events be
captured in a database and left to the user to classify and sort as they saw fit. A critical part of Chen's
entity-relationship model is its emphasiS on the semantic expressiveness. Previous database models were
limited in their ability to specify complex databases (Hammer and McLeod, 1981), such as events
databases. As a result, employing an entity-relationship approach, REA can be used to capture and store
complex events in a robust model.

REA Models
The REA framework is based on the development of a system to capture the interaction of economic
resources, economic events and economic agents (McCarthy, 1982). McCarthy used a range of accounting
theory literature to generate the REA framework. The initial and subsequent research on the development
and application of the REA model is provided in a sequence of papers (McCarthy, 19793, 1979b, 1981,
1982) and other research, including Gal and McCarthy (1986) and Denna and McCarthy (1987).
Resources, events and agents are captured using Chen's notion of an entity. The connections between those
resourees, events and agents are then captured using Chen's notion of a relationship. An example REA
schema is summarized in figure I.
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Figure 1

Prototype Implementations of REA Databases
There have been some prototype models built to study REA databases. McCarthy and Gal (1981)
developed an events accounting implementation using the CODASYL approach to database management.
Gal and McCarthy (1986) developed an implementation of a relational accounting system using an REA
approach. Denna and McCarthy (1987) developed an implementation of an events accounting system
specifically designed for a decision support envirorunent. However, that research has not focused on
prototypes for the evolution of REA systems. Most recently, McCarthy and Rockwell (1989) and Rockwell
(1993) developed a prototype system to assist in the design of accounting information systems.
Evolution of Database Models
Evolution of databases has been recognized as an important issue for a long time. For example, Everest
(1974) listed four major objectives to database management. One of those four objectives was the ability
of the database management system to change and grow to meet the needs of its users.
There are at least three components associated with the evolution of accounting database systems. First,
there is the motivation and theory: "why do we expect accounting database systems to evolve?" This
question is the subject of section 3 of the paper. Second, there is the process: "How can we evolve
141
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accounting database systems?" This question is the focus of section 4 of the paper, where a nwnber of
different evolution tasks are presented for REA databases. The third question is "Can we build a system to
evolve accounting database systems?" To answer this question SEAtool was built. The architecture of
SEAtool is discussed in section 5.

REA Accounting Database Evolution

Chen, McLeod, & O'Leary

Basella (1990) provided a history of the evolution of technology, with a number of detailed case studies.
Basella (1990, pp. 6 and 7) noted both ffnecessity is the mother of invention" and "invention gives birth to
necessity." Thus, need and availability lead to evolution of technology. Basella (1990) argued that
technology evolves gradually, with some periods of more rapid evolution. In any case, the arguments of
Basella would be consistent with the evolution of a database over time, rather than just constant
replacement of the accounting system and corresponding database. In addition, this research suggests the
importance ofevolution of systems as a variable influencing accounting databases.

There has been limited research in the area of evolving database systems until recently. ORION (BaneJjee
et aI., 1987), ENCORE (Skarra and Zdonik, 1986) and GemStone (Penny and Stein, 1987) are systems that
employ an object-oriented model for which research database evolution mechanisms have been explored.
ORION and ENCORE employ a screening approach and Gemstone uses a conversion approach to ensure
that the database extension is consistent with the evolved schema. A sununary of top-down and bottom-up
incremental design of entity-relationship systems has also been addressed. Batini et aI. (1992) summarizes
research from Batini and Santucci (1980) and Ceri et al. (1981). However, there has been virtually no
analysis of the evolution of accounting databases.

Simon (1985) had a number of observations about evolution of artifacts and complex systems, including
the following. First, he argned for the development of modular systems. The existence of modularity
facilitates evolution. REA is modular, thus facilitating evolution. Second, systems are man-made artifacts
and thus, those artifacts can be changed to meet different needs. This suggests the development of a system
to facilitate the direct evolution of the database.

Task or Request Level of Evolution

Towards a Theory of Evolution of Accounting Databases

Given that evolution is important and possible there is another question: "At what level should the user be
able to evolve the accounting database?" Previons database evolution researchers have forced the user to
make each step of the evolution process. The system discussed in this paper facilitates the evolution
process by aggregating a nwnber of minor evolutionary steps into a "task.· The user needs only choose the
appropriate task and the system performs all the steps for the user. Section 4 defines the set of tasks used
by the system for REA database evolution.

Although these theories provide some insights there is no one theory that seems directly applicable to the
evolution of accounting database systems. However, these theories suggest three basic sources of direct
evolutionary change in accounting database systems, including changes in firm (changes in the firm
through mergers and acquisitions; changes in the ftrm's location on the life cycle; changes in accounting
controls as systems are reengineered and changes in the firm product line); enviromnent (changes in
technology; and changes in client requests for information,); and decision making (changes in decision
making needs and allocation ofdecision making activities).

Issues in Evolving Accounting Models: Motivations for Accounting Oatabase
Evolution
REA models need to evolve to meet changes required of the accounting database. We asswne that different
firms have different databases and that there is no universal implementation of the same database. The
purpose of this section is to begin to establish a theory of the evolution of accounting databases.
There are a number of reasons for the search for a theory or theories of evolution of accounting databases.
First, if there is a theory then that theory might prove nseful in forecasting the amount and type of
evolution that would be required of accounting databases. Second, given an estimate of the amount and the
type of evolution would then prove useful in generating tools to assist in the evolution process.

Firm Changes: Mergers and Acquisitions
Perhaps the most compelling arguments for the need for evolution in accounting database systems are the
cases of mergers and acquisitions. Once a flfIll has been acquired there are at least four approaches used to
integrate the accounting information of the two finns.
First, the acquiring firm can issue requirements of specific accounting report information or desire
information about additional accounting events. In some cases that reporting may require new information
be captured by various entities or relationships within the accounting database system. For example, more
detailed information regarding resouroes, events, or agents might be required. Alternatively, if the flfIll's
database already prepares that information, then no changes would be required.

In

Second, the acquired company may be required to use specific documents or processes in their accounting
systems with additional information beyond that of previous requirements and documents. In that situation,
the infonnation captured about resources, events or agents would need to be extended or changed to capture
that additional information. This could result in changes to the entities or relationships within the
accounting database.

There is no established theory of the evolution of accounting systems or databases. Generally systems
researchers recognize the need for evolution but do not specify its souroes or approaches to evolution (e.g.,
Everest, 1974). There has been work in the economic evolution of industries (e.g., Porter, 1980), historic
evolution of technology (Basalla, 1990), and the evolution ofcomputational artifacts (e.g., Simon, 1985).

Third, the acquiring company may require that a specific accounting information system would be used.
This likely would require a completely new database system for the acquired company.

The existence of a theory of evolution could also exploit domain specificity (e.g., Chen et aI., 1995).
particular, changes that affect an accounting database might have no effect other domains.

Theories of Evolution of Accounting Databases

Porter (1980) provided "a framework for forecasting evolution." Porter identified a number of evolutionary
processes including changes in reduction of uncertainty, expansion (or contraction) in scale, changes in
costs, product innovation, rnatketing innovation, government policy changes, and other changes. However,
many of the changes addressed by Porter would not necessarily result in database evolution (e.g., changes
in specific costs). Thus, the theory probably is not directly applicable to accounting databases. However,
Porter's theory does suggest that changes in the flfIll and its environment are necessary concerns for
evolution.

Finally, the nature of the acquired firm may change with acquisition. For example, rather than dealing with
a broad range of firms, the acquired flfIll may be treated as an intermediary between vendors and the
acquiring company or internal consultant, thus changing the relationships that must be accounted for in the
database. This would change the relationships between different resouroes, events and agents, and could
redefine the event set

Firm Change: Growth or Location of Firm in Life Cycle
The growth of a flfIll can ultimately result in changes in accounting databases. Changes in location in the
life cycle or growth of the ftrm can result in changes to resources, events or agents. For example, very
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small finns may require cash with each sale. Thus, cash receipts mirror sales and the events are redundant,
cash is sales and sales are cash. As firms increase in size, they are likely to allow the event of cash receipt
and sale to drift apart.
Finn Change: Diversification
Similarly, as firms increase in size, they are likely to diversify both geographically and in product line.
Both can force the need to account for different locations and products. For example, if a new product line
is brought out with different characteristics than the old product line then those characteristics often must
be a part of the database. In this situation, there would be new resources, possibly new agents monitoring
those resources and potentially a different set of events.
Environmental Change: Technology
An important source of changes in infonnation captured for accounting databases occurs with changes in
teclmology. For example, as multimedia storage becomes possible, new media will likely become a part of
the finn's accounting database system. This would allow capture of specific types of infonnation that could
be used for various purposes (e.g., imaging). In addition, changes in technology facilitate changes in
accounting system processes and events. The recent interest in "reengineering" (e.g., Hammer, 1991) has
illustrated the major changes that occur in accounting processes with changes in teclmology.
Changes in teclmology, ete. can result in changes in accounting controls. In some cases thai control
information can be captured as part of accounting databases. For example, as the use of imaging increases,
data such as "signatures" can be captured by databases and used for control purposes. Images of signatures
can be compared for similarity. In those cases where signatures are not appropriately similar that can
indicate a potential control problem. In order to generate such controls, the new information ("signature")
must be captured and integrated into, e.g., event or agent databases. Such control information might be
treated as changes to entities, depending on the particular situation.
Environmental Change: Client Requests for Information
Another source ofchange in the accounting database occurs when clients or suppliers have changes in their
information needs. Those changes in needs could arise from any of the other sources for change discussed
in this section. Such changes are likely to result as changes in entities (e.g., purchase orders) or the
.generation of new entities. Changes in information could be desired about resources, events or agents.

Allocation of Decision Making Activities
As organizations evolve, they also evolve the allocation of decision making activities. For example, some
reengineering activity aims at pushing down the decision making to the lowest possible level, that is
changing the allocation of decision making activities. This indicates that the agents involved in the process
ehange (e.g., movement of capture of receiving information to the receiving dock). It also can indicate a
change in the information that is to be collected (e.g., scanning can lead to different information being
collected).

Other Issues
There are likely to be other issues that cause the accounting database system to evolve. In particular, any
activity ofthe firm that would lead to changes in the portfolio of accounting activities could provide a need
for the system to evolve. Thus, it is not the need to evolve particular accounting functions, although that
could require evolution, but instead the portfolio of accounting functions that leads to the evolution of an
accounting system.
In addition, there could be implementation compromises made in the development of accounting systems.
Such compromises would typically be made for cost-benefit reasons. Accordingly, evolution would be
desirable if that cost-benefit relationship changed over time.
The important issue is that the systems will need to evolve to meet a variety of requirements placed on the
system. In addition, those changes can influence any of resources, events or agents.
Alternatives
There are effectively three alternatives to the changes diseussed in this section. First, a completely new
data model might be developed with each such change. In this case, most large firms would be constantly
generating new data models. Existing database systems would become obsolete before completion.
Second, no changes might be made. Instead, patchwork systems of paper and computer media would be
the rule ofthe day. Decision making needs would go unanswered. Third, the database could evolve. That
is the approach proposed in this paper. In addition, this paper provides a discussion of tool to facilitate the
evolution process.

Operations on REA Databases
Environmental Change: Information Requirements
If there are changes in the requirements for decision making information or requirements in the legal
requirements for accounting disclosure then that also can require changes to the accounting database. For
example, if the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(F ASB) requires changes in accounting disclosures then that indicates that new information must be a part
of the accounting database. Those changes may reflect additional information on resources, events or
agents. In addition, event sets for tax and financial accounting are not the same and both change over time.
There may also be changes in the event set.
Decision Making
The initiation of a decision process is often structured with different information then if the process were
understood. In some cases infonnation is ignored that is needed, while in other situations, information is
included that is not necessary. Once a decision process is better understood, useful information can be
better identified. In such situations, that would suggest that databases inevitably include some of the
"wrong" infonnation and some of the "right" information. As the decision becomes better understood, the
database could be evolved to meet the information needs of the users.

The above discussion indicates that the evolution of databases must accommodate a variety of changes in
the finn that impact the accounting database. Throughout, these changes are designed to reflect
evolutionary changes in the life of the finn.
Changing the database can occur at the a number of levels, including the schema. At that level there are
least two approaches that can be used. The evolutionary changes could be at the individual activity level or
at the task level, where a number of individual activities are aggregated to fonn one basic evolutionary
change in the systems. For example, one of the operations discussed below is that task of replacing an
entity. That task consists of a number of activities, such as renaming the entity, renaming the attributes,
etc.
Providing a system that operates at the task level makes the process of evolution easier on the user, more
timely and can improve the quality of the evolution, If the user is responsible for individual activities,
instead of tasks, then it is always possible that activities will be ignored or done out of order, influencing
the quality of the evolution. By embedding evolution into the task sets, these problems are circumvented.
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The prototype system, SEAtool, includes a variety of evolutionary tasks. Those tasks include:
adding!changing! deleting attributes; replacing entities and relationships; adding new entities and
relationships; deleting existing entities and relationships; merging entities and relationships; tearing (or
expanding) entities and relationships; generalization; uncorrelated entities; and generating parallel
relationships. The operations derive from a search of the evolutionary database literature (e.g., Batini et aI.,
1992) and the evolution changes in firms described above. This set of operations is discussed and
illustrated using a variety ofexamples.

Adding, Deleting and Replacing Entities and Relationship Attributes
Changing entity and relationship attributes refers to the addition, deletion, or replacement of database
attributes in the respective resources, events or agent databases, associated with each entity. Similarly,
relationships may also need those same operations. For example, additional attributes might be required for
an entity, in order to capture the entire range of new product information. These changes could appear as in
figure 2. Throughout the remainder of this section the figures are divided into two sections (a) and (b).
The (a) figure indicates the "before" and the (b) figure indicates the "evolved" schema.

G:

Replacing Entities and Relationships
Changing entities and relationships refers to the replacement of an emity or relationship with another entity
or relationship. That replacement process might involve renaming a given entity or relationship or
replacing an entity (relationship) with an entity-relationship-entity group (relationship-entity-relationship)
group. Thus, a resource, event or agent is replaced, or a relationship is changed. For example, an acquired
firm that used to deal with external vendors exclusively may be cast in the role of dealing only with the
acquiring company. For example, the acquired firm may go from performing consn1ting for a variety of
clients to the point of only performing internal consnlting. These changes would appear as in figure 3.
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Adding Entities and Relationships
Adding entities and relationships can be accomplished generally by adding a new entity and relationship
pair. This approach would recognize an entirely new set of information that needs to be accounted for.
Typically this would indicate that the firm is recognizing a more detailed base of resources, events or
agents, and the corresponding relationships. For example, in the situation where a request for purchase is
added to a system with purchase orders as the only formal part of the purchasing system, we would sec the
change in structure exhibited in figure 4. Additional data would be required to meet the needs of a request
for a purchase. Note this is independent of the specific artifacts but depends on the resources, events and
agents. For example, the request for a purchase forces accounting for a broader base of agents and places
another event in the database.

REA Accounting Database Evolution
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Deleting Entities and Relationships
Similarly, pairs of entities and relationships might be deleted as part of a reengineering effort. This would
suggest that resource, events or agents are eliminated, a major issue in the downsizing of firms. Deleting
indicates, e.g., that an event is not going to be accounted for in the database. For example (Hammer, 1991),
in some firms, individuals do not make purchase order requests. Instead, purchase orders are generated
directly. The event of requesting a purchase order is eliminated. If such a reengineering effort is made
then that can result in the deletion ofa pair of entities and relationships. Figure 5 contains an example.
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(Reengineering the purchase function)
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Deleting Entities and Relationships
Figure 5
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Merging Entities and Relationships

Tearing Entities and Relationships

The merger of entities and relationships generally results in the collapse of the schema from two entities
and one relationship into one entily, or two relationships and one entily into one relationship. lbis
approach would be an alternative explanation to the deletion of entities and relationships for reengineering
efforts. lbis would result in the collapsing of resources, events or agents and the corresponding
relationships.

The opposite to merging entities and relationships is to tear existing entities and relationships to generate
additional entities and relationships. Tearing separates the specific entily or relationship into two entities or
relationships. Thus, resources, events or agents would be split into two resources, events or agents.
Generally, if either an entily or relationship is torn, then an additional relationship or entily, respectively
can also be added. Such an approach could be appropriate where accounting activily is divided between
accounting and some other functions. Tearing is different than adding in that previously redundant
information is not redundant anymore and must be accounted for separately. This approach is illustrated in
figure 7 with the same example as in figure 6, only reversed. A small firm that only makes cash sales
evolves to a firm that must account for cash receipts and sales separately.

A merger is different than a deleting operation. A merger does not result in the loss of data associated with,
e.g., either entily, since the information would redundant. An example would be to adapt an REA system
to a small firm that only takes cash for sales. In such small firms the sale and the cash receipt are redundant
and simultaneous. The redundancy between the information in the sale and cash receipt would lead to
requiring only one of the entities. Figure 6 contains an example.
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Generalization
Entities, such as resources, events and agents can be generalized. For example, the specific types of
inventory can be generalized into the notion of inventory. This is summarized in figure 8.

REA Accounting Database Evolution
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Uncorrelated Entities
Uncorrelated entities also can be captured. For example, resources such as different lines of inventory can
be represented as Wlcorrelated entities. Figure 9 gives an example. Other examples could focus on agents
or events.
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Parallel Relationships
Parallel relationships occur with the addition of new relationships between entities. For example, new
systems such as "just-in-time" inventory systems have changed the concept of inventory. In such systems,
inventory may be purchased, but stored at the supplier's location until needed. This is illustrated in figure
10.

Three-Layer Framework of Schema Evolution

Requirement Analysis

Tasks

Schema Evolution
Framework

User Interfuce Layer

(a)

Requests
Evolution Evaluation Layer

Procedures
Information Representation Layer

Storage
(b)

~

Parallel Relationships
Figure IO

Figure 11
Relationship between Evolutionary Forces and Operations
The evolutionary forces discussed in the previous section are captured in the tasks of this section. A
number of examples have been provided that illustrate that the issues evoked in the previous section can be
evolved using the tasks genernted in this section.

SEAtool- A Tool for Evolution
This section discusses the architecture and design of SEAtool in the REA environment The prototype
implemeuts a proposed schema evolution methodology and assists a designer/administrator in the
management and evolution of the schema SEAtool allows the user the ability to choose evolutionary
"tasks." Those tasks are then translated into a portfolio of requests and ultimately procedures that are used
by the system to evolve the database. The aggregation at the task level makes the evolution of REA
databases easier since users only need to know the evolution task that is required, not the specific requests
or procedures necessary to complete that task. The three layer framework used in SEAtool is illustrated in
Figure 11.

SEAtool's Architecture
The three layer framework results in the architecture of three modules in SEAtool: SEAshell, SEAengine
and SEAbase. In addition, SEAtool interfaces with the commercial package, Versant15 Object Oriented
Database Management System (OODBMS). As a prototype, SEAtool builds its own storage operations on
Versant OODBMS. SEAtool's structural architecture is illustrated in figure 12.

15

Versant is the trademark of Versant Object Technology Co.
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Construction of SEAtool
The Architecture of a Schema Evolution and Administration Tool

[
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""'
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Interaction
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SEAtool, was built in a NeXTstepl6 environment to experiment with the evolution of REA databases.
SEAshell and SEAengine are wriUCn in Objective C. SEAbase is defined in C++. The interface of
SEAbase matches the procedure level of the schema evolution methodology. System classes such as
SEAobject and SEAcIass are defined by Versant C functions and encapsnlated in SEAbase classes.
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Evolving the Schema: Task Panels
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SEAsbell
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Requests
~

r
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Procedures

I

SEAbase
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SEAtool guides the user through the schema evolution process using "Task Guidance Panels" (TGP). For
each generic task there is a TGP used to evolve the schema. A Task Guidance Panel (TGP) is a
windows-based system with two components: Task Display (I'D) and Task Working Space (TWS). The
TO is an area used to show the schema's entities and relationships under considel1ltion. The TWS is used to
collect a user's specifications for the current task and to guide the user to complete the task. The TWS
consists of an Evolution Task Catalog and a stack of Subtask Working Sheets for each task. The Evolution
Task Catalog is a list of schema evolution tasks for given initial status and target pair.
The user brings the portion of the schema to be evolved into the TO within a TGP. SEAshell guides the
user step-by-step through a stack of Subtask Working Sheets to complete the particular evolution task.
Each Subtask Working Sheet has two parts: a Message Area and an Operation Area. The Message Area
shows the system's suggestions and the user opel1ltes the evolution subtasks in the Opel1ltion Area,
supplying information, as required.

Browser Interface

l

Storage Operators

Versant ODBMS
Figure 12

SEAshell performs the user-interface function. A user of SEAtool recognizes the evolution task and issues
the schema evolution task in the context of SEAshell. SEAshell accepts the task, interacts with the user to
complete the job required by the task. In particnlar, SEAshell:
•
•
•

.Provides the user interface to the user in order to determine the users evolution tasks.
.Interacts with SEAengine through evolution requests to provide the tasks that the user has specified.
SEAengine analyzes the requests issued by SEAshell and executes the schema evolution procedures to
complete the requests. In particular, SEAengine
• .Checks the status of the database and the context of the schema.
• .Interacts with SEAShell to detennine what requests are necessary to complete the user specified
tasks.
• .Handles the propagation effects of the evolution requests.
• .Interacts with SEAbase by issuing the appropriate procedures to update the data and meta data in
SEAbase.

The SEAbase modnle accepts the procedural call issued by SEAengine and completes the procedures using
Versant functions. SEAbase is built to support an object-based model. SEAbase defines two sYstem
classes. called SEAobject and SEAclass. Those two classes are initialized, while a Versant database is
created. All of the SEAbase instances are stored as instances of a sYstem class, SEAobject. All of the
SEAbase classes are stored as instances of SEAclass.

SEAtool also has a windows-hased browser-oriented interface. There are three main browsers: the class
hiemrchy browser; the class network browser; and the class inspection browser.
The class hierarchy browser allows the user to browse the class hierarchy of a forest of classes. Each
hiemrchal tree has its own root class. A user can focus on one bl1lllch of a subclass each time. The class
network browser aUows the user the abilily to browse the relationship of a class and tI1Iverse to others
through the whole network of the classes of a database. A user can focus on one relationship of a class
each time. The class inspection browser lets the user browse the attributes defined in a class and the
inherited attributes from its superclass. A user can tI1Ice the inherited attributes up to its root class. For
each attribute, a user can inspect the domain class and its inverse attribute.

Summary, Contributions and Extensions
This section briefly summarizes the paper, discusses the contributions and investigates some extensions.

Summary
This paper discussed the forces behind the evolution of accounting database sYstems. In addition, this
paper analyzed the opel1ltions necessary to change REA accounting databases to meet the requirements of
evolution. Finally, this paper briefly discussed the architecture of a prototype system designed to evolve
REA systems, SEAtool.

Contributions
This paper has three basic contributions. First, there has been little, if any, analysis of the forces behind the
need fur accounting databases to evolve. This paper provides a discussion of some of those issues and a
preliminary theoretical analysis.
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Second, although there have been some efforts to summarize general evolutionary operations for entity 
relationship databases (e.g., Batini et a!. 1992), there have been no such efforts to evolve accounting
databases and tie that evolution to evolutionary forces of the finn. In addition, this paper used those forces
to elicit additional operations ofchange and evolution.
Third, previous research on REA systems has generated at least three prototype systems. However, this
paper provides the fIrst prototype system designed to evolve REA databases.

Extensions
Although this paper investigated some of the forces behind the need for accounting databases to evolve,
there is as yet no general theory. Future research could investigate a unifying theory or elicit alternative
forces for the need to evolve accounting databases.
Much of the discussion here was couched in terms of relational database structures. Alternatively, an
object-based approach could be used (e.g., Chen et al. 1994). This paper investigated a number of different
operations that are part of the evolution process. However, there may be other approaches that can be used
to evolve accounting databases. The system discussed in this paper is a prototype system designed to solve
problems of evolution as a proof of concept. However, such systems typically can be improved from an
efficiency and effectiveness perspective, e.g., to run faster. Such concerns are beyond the scope of this
paper.
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